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CAMERAS ON PLEASE

(IF YOU DON’T MIND)



Review: Blog Post #4

• Sentences should be clear. Don’t feel any pressure to use lofty words 
or complex sentence structures.
• Introductions should be concise. No need to begin by talking about 

the murky origins of language itself. Begin with the topic that you 
are going to be discussing.
• Your introduction should describe what the rest of your paper will 

do. How will you explore your topic?
• You can use the introduction in Franco & Tagliamonte (2020) as a 

really solid model.

CAMERAS ON PLEASE



Franco & Tagliamonte (2020)

What does -Ø mean?

What does (s) mean?

This introductory paragraph throws us right into the action: most 
adverbs end in -ly or nothing, but some adverbs end in -s, and often in 
-wards and -ways. But these are interchangeable with -ward and -way, 
which is interesting.

CAMERAS ON PLEASE



Franco & Tagliamonte (2020)

• This paper has an excellent 
introduction. 
• It is clear and concise (only a page and 

a half).
• Gives a review of the topic and sets 

out, in specific detail, how the 
research was carried out, and how this 
paper will be structured.

CAMERAS ON PLEASE



Franco & Tagliamonte (2020)

• One section on historical forms, remainder of the paper on 
contemporary use in Ontario.
• How did they do their historical research?
• How did they do their contemporary research?
• What is a corpus?

CAMERAS ON PLEASE



Corpus as a research tool

• A corpus is a compilation of texts that you can query. The plural of 
corpus is corpora.
• Franco & Tagliamonte (2020: 222):

The data come from the Ontario Dialects Project. […] The data were collected 
in diverse locations in the province (Figure 1), from the largest urban center of 
the region, Toronto, to a multitude of smaller communities in the north and 
southeast of Ontario. The data were collected between 2003 and 2018 by means 
of sociolinguistic interviews with locals, although there are also diachronic 
materials available for some communities, offering an apparent-time 
perspective for over 100 years. In total, the extent of the archive at the time of 
writing comprised 18 communities, 1087 individuals, and 11,034,676 words 
(June 2019).

What does diachronic mean?
CAMERAS ON PLEASE



Corpus as a research tool

• Franco & Tagliamonte queried the corpus for -Ø and -s versions of 
-ward(s) and -way(s) words, and tallied the number of tokens for each 
type.

• How many tokens are 
there for the type 
outwards?
• How many tokens are 

there for the type 
upward?

type: a given word token: an instance of a given word

CAMERAS ON PLEASE



The Corpus of Contemporary American English

• We will be using the Corpus of Contemporary American English 
(COCA), available from english-corpora.org
• COCA has over 1 billion words with sources from 1990 to 2019, drawn 

from a range of written sources.
• Excellent for doing research on contemporary English.
• Unfortunately, its interface is very confusing.
• * = wildcard (anything or nothing)
• ? = one blank letter

CAMERAS ON PLEASE



Spill the tea



Spill the tea



Spill the tea

• Note how important context is. Does “spill the tea” 
mean “gossip” in all of these citations?
• Also… what about “spill your tea” or “spill some tea”? 

Do we need to do separate searches for all of these 
variations?



Spill * tea

* is wildcard. Any word or words 
(or no words) can go in that slot.



Spill * tea



Fun with Dated Slang

In groups, you will use COCA to explore dated slang. 
Each group will answer the following questions:
1. When is the first time your search term shows up?
2. When is the most recent time your search term 

shows up?
3. What year or years was it used the most?
4. What does it seem to mean?
• Be aware that there are often several pages of results!
• If you get a “Become a premium member!” message, 

just refresh the page.

Groups
1. bling(-bling)
2. booya(h)
3. wig out (include other 

tenses, e.g. wigging out, 
wigged out)

4. IRL (meaning ‘in real 
life’)

5. chillax (include other 
tenses, e.g. chillaxing, 
chillaxed)



Fun with Dated Slang

Report back:
• bling(-bling)
• booya(h)
• wig out
• IRL
• chillax

1. When is the first time your search term 
shows up?

2. When is the most recent time your 
search term shows up?

3. What year or years was it used the most?
4. What does it seem to mean?



Blog Post #5

• Due by 11:59pm on Wednesday, December 2nd (two weeks from now)
• 300 words minimum.
• Use COCA, COHA, or another corpus on english-corpora.org, to examine 2 

or more words or expressions relevant to your final project. You should 
use a corpus that is relevant to the timeframe and area you are examining. 
In the post, describe what corpus you used, and what search terms you 
used. Define the words or expressions (either from your own knowledge, 
the OED, urbandictionary.com, or whatever source is appropriate). 
Describe when they first appear in the corpus, and in what sort of 
contexts they appear (e.g. blog posts, television, everywhere). Explain 
how these words/expressions tie into your research.



Word of the Year

• Free to attend this year!
• Link on our website.
• You can submit your own entries.


